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- Largest passenger ferry port in U.S.
- Largest quantity of refined petroleum products in U.S.
- 2nd largest U.S. container port
- 1/3 of Nation’s GDP generated within 250 miles
- 38% of National Maritime Critical Infrastructure
- Lead Nation in HIVs / security boardings
- Recurring National Special Security Events
Impacts of Suez Canal Disruption

Key Factors
- 45% of port’s containerized cargo volume transits the Suez Canal
- 80%-90% of region’s goods travel via KVK

Roundtable Discussion
- Validate current prevention/risk management efforts.
- Identify unmitigated areas of concern and potential “worst case” scenarios.
- Share potential impacts of prolonged waterway closure.
- Discuss adequacy of existing response/salvage resources to execute recovery.
Multiple, Complex Maritime Disruptions
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